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Abstract

Prevailing methods for graphs require abundant label and edge information for
learning. When data for a new task are scarce, meta learning can learn from
prior experiences and form much-needed inductive biases for fast adaption to new
tasks. Here, we introduce G-META, a novel meta-learning algorithm for graphs.
G-META uses local subgraphs to transfer subgraph-specific information and learn
transferable knowledge faster via meta gradients. G-META learns how to quickly
adapt to a new task using only a handful of nodes or edges in the new task and does
so by learning from data points in other graphs or related, albeit disjoint, label sets.
G-META is theoretically justified as we show that the evidence for a prediction can
be found in the local subgraph surrounding the target node or edge. Experiments on
seven datasets and nine baseline methods show that G-META outperforms existing
methods by up to 16.3%. Unlike previous methods, G-META successfully learns
in challenging, few-shot learning settings that require generalization to completely
new graphs and never-before-seen labels. Finally, G-META scales to large graphs,
which we demonstrate on a new Tree-of-Life dataset comprising 1,840 graphs, a
two-orders of magnitude increase in the number of graphs used in prior work.

1 Introduction

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have achieved remarkable results in domains such as recommender
systems [56], molecular biology [65, 19], and knowledge graphs [49, 18]. Performance is typically
evaluated after extensive training on datasets where majority of labels are available [52, 54]. In
contrast, many problems require rapid learning from only a few labeled nodes or edges in the
graph. Such flexible adaptation, known as meta learning, has been extensively studied for images
and language, e.g., [39, 51, 27]. However, meta learning on graphs has received considerably less
research attention and has remained a problem beyond the reach of prevailing GNN models.

Meta learning on graphs generally refers to a scenario in which a model learns at two levels. In the
first level, rapid learning occurs within a task. For example, when a GNN learns to classify nodes in a
particular graph accurately. In the second level, this learning is guided by knowledge accumulated
gradually across tasks to capture how the task structure changes across target domains [35, 4, 34]. A
powerful GNN trained to meta-learn can quickly learn never-before-seen labels and relations using
only a handful of labeled data points. As an example, a key problem in biology is to translate insights
from non-human organisms (such as yeast, zebrafish, and mouse) to humans [66]. How to train a
GNN to effectively meta-learn on a large number of incomplete and scarcely labeled protein-protein
interaction (PPI) graphs from various organisms, transfer the accrued knowledge to humans, and
use it to predict the roles of protein nodes in the human PPI graph? While this is a hard task, it is
only an instance of a particular graph meta-learning problem (Figure 1C). In this problem, the GNN
needs to learn on a large number of graphs, each scarcely labeled with a unique label set. Then, it
needs to quickly adapt to a never-before-seen graph (e.g., a PPI graph from a new organism) and
never-before-seen labels (e.g., newly discovered roles of proteins). Current methods are specialized
techniques specifically designed for a particular problem and a particular task [63, 3, 24, 7, 53].
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Figure 1: Graph meta-learning problems. A. Meta-learner classifies unseen label set by observing other label
sets in the same graph. B. Meta-learner learns unseen graph by learning from other graphs with the same label
set. C. Meta-learner classifies unseen label set by learning from other label sets across multiple graphs. Unlike
existing methods, G-META solves all three problems and also works for link prediction (see Section 6.1).

While these methods provide a promising approach to meta learning in GNNs, their specific strategy
does not scale well nor extend to other problems (Figure 1).

Present work. We introduce G-META,1 an approach for meta learning on graphs (Figure 1). The
core principle of G-META is to represent every node with a local subgraph and use subgraphs to train
GNNs to meta-learn. Our theoretical analysis (Section 4) suggests that the evidence for a prediction
can be found in the subgraph surrounding the target node or edge when using GNNs. In contrast to
G-META, earlier techniques are trained to meta-learn on entire graphs. As we show theoretically and
empirically, such methods are unlikely to succeed in few-shot learning settings when the labels are
scarce and scattered around multiple graphs. Furthermore, previous methods capture the overall graph
structure but at the loss of finer local structures. Besides, G-META’s construction of local subgraphs
gives local structural representations that enable direct structural similarity comparison using GNNs
based on its connection to Weisfeiler-Lehman test [54, 60]. Further, structural similarity enables
G-META to form the much-needed inductive bias via a metric-learning algorithm [37]. Moreover,
local subgraphs also allow for effective feature propagation and label smoothing within a GNN.

(1) G-META is a general approach for a variety of meta learning problems on graph-structured data.
While previous methods [63, 3] apply only to one graph meta-learning problem (Figure 1), G-META
works for all of them (Appendix B). (2) G-META yields accurate predictors. We demonstrate G-
META’s performance on seven datasets and compare it against nine baselines. G-META considerably
outperforms baselines by up to 16.3%. (3) G-META is scalable. By operating on subgraphs, G-META
needs to examine only small graph neighborhoods. We show how G-META scales to large graphs
by applying it to our new Tree-of-Life dataset comprising 1,840 graphs, a two-orders of magnitude
increase in the number of graphs used in prior work.

2 Related Work

(1) Few-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learningFew-shot meta learning. Few-shot meta learning learns from prior experiences and transfers
them to a new task using only a few labeled examples [46, 41]. Meta learning methods generally
fall into three categories, model-based [14, 50, 34], metric-based [37, 38, 47], and optimization-
based [32, 29, 12] techniques. (2) Meta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphsMeta learning for graphs. Recent studies incorporate graph-
structured data into meta learning. Liu et al. [24] construct image category graphs to improve
few-shot learning. Zhou et al. [62] use graph meta learning for fast network alignment. MetaR [7]
and GMatching [53] use metric methods to generalize over new relations from a handful of associative
relations in a knowledge graph. While these methods learn from a single graph, G-META can handle
settings with many graphs and disjoint label sets. Further, Chauhan et al. [5] use a super-class
prototypical network for graph classification. In contrast, G-META focuses on node classification
and link prediction. In settings with single graphs and disjoint labels (Figure 1), Meta-GNN [63]
uses gradient-based meta-learning for node classification. On a related note, GFL [55] focuses
on settings with multiple graphs and shared labels across the graphs. Similarly, Meta-Graph [3]
uses graph signature functions for few-shot link prediction across multiple graphs. In contrast, our
G-META can be used for many more problems (Figure 1). Further, Meta-GNN operates a GNN on

1Code and datasets are available at https://github.com/mims-harvard/G-Meta.
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an entire graph, whereas G-META extracts relevant local subgraphs first and then trains a GNN on
each subgraph individually. In Meta-GNN, a task is defined as a batch of node embeddings, whereas
in G-META, a task is given by a batch of subgraphs. This difference allows for rapid adaptation
to new tasks, improves scalability, and applies broadly to meta learning problems. In summary,
G-META works for all problems in Figure 1 and applies to node classification and link prediction. (3)
Subgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNsSubgraphs and GNNs. The ability to model subgraph structure is vital for numerous graph tasks, e.g.,
[45, 9, 58, 40]. For example, Patchy-San [30] uses local receptive fields to extract useful features
from graphs. Ego-CNN uses ego graphs to find critical graph structures [43]. SEAL [61] develops
theory showing that enclosing subgraphs capture graph heuristics, which we extend to GNNs here.
Cluster-GCN [8] and GraphSAINT [59] use subgraphs to improve GNN scalability. G-META is the
first approach to use subgraphs for meta learning.

3 Background and Problem Formulation

Let G = {G1, . . . , GN} denote N graphs. For each graph G = (V, E ,X), V is a set of nodes, E is a
set of edges, and X = {x1, . . . ,xn} is a set of attribute vectors, where xu 2 Rd is a d-dimensional
feature vector for node u 2 V . We denote Y = {Y1, . . . , YM} as a set of M distinct labels. We use
Y to denote a set of labels selected from Y . G-META’s core principle is to represent nodes with local
subgraphs and then use subgraphs to transfer knowledge across tasks, graphs, and sets of labels. We
use S to denote local subgraphs for nodes, S = {S1, . . . , Sn}. Node classification aims to specify a
GNN f✓ : S 7! {1, . . . , |Y|} that can accurately map node u’s local subgraph Su to labels in Y given
only a handful of labeled nodes.

Background on graph neural networks. GNNs learn compact representations (embeddings)
that capture network structure and node features. A GNN generates outputs through a series
of propagation layers [13], where propagation at layer l consists of the following three steps:
(1) Neural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passingNeural message passing. GNN computes a message m

(l)
uv = MSG(h(l�1)

u ,h(l�1)
v ) for ev-

ery linked nodes u, v based on their embeddings from the previous layer h
(l�1)
u and h

(l�1)
v .

(2) Neighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregationNeighborhood aggregation. The messages between node u and its neighbors Nu are aggre-
gated as m̂(l)

u = AGG(m(l)
uv|v 2 Nu). (3) UpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdate. Finally, GNN uses a non-linear function to update

node embeddings as h(l)
u = UPD(m̂(l)

u ,h(l�1)
u ) using the aggregated message and the embedding

from the previous layer.

Background on meta learning. In meta learning, we have a meta-set D that consists of
Dtrain, Dval, Dtest. This meta-set consists of many tasks. Each task Ti 2 D can be divided into
T support

i and T query
i . T support

i has Ksupport labeled data points in each label for learning and T query
i has

Kquery data points in each label for evaluation. The size of the label set for the meta-set |Y| is N. It
is also called N-ways Ksupport-shots learning problem. During meta-training, for Ti from Dtrain , the
model first learns from T support

i and then evaluates on T query
i to see how well the model performs

on that task. The goal of Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML) [12] is to obtain a parameter
initialization ✓⇤ that can adapt to unseen tasks quickly, such as Dtest, using gradients information
learnt during meta-training. Hyperparameters are tuned via Dval.

3.1 G-META: Problem Formulation

G-META is designed for three fundamentally different meta-learning problems (Figure 1). “Shared
labels” refers to the situation where every task shares the same label set Y. “Disjoint labels” refers to
the situation where label sets for tasks i and j are disjoint, i.e., Yi \ Yj = ;. Each data point in a task
Ti is a local subgraph Su, along with its associated label Yu. G-META aims to adapt to a new task
T⇤ ⇠ p(T ) for which only a handful examples are available after observing related tasks Ti ⇠ p(T ).

Graph meta-learning problem 1: Single Graph and Disjoint Labels. We have graph G and a
distribution of label sets p(Y|G). The goal is to adapt to an unseen label set Y⇤ ⇠ p(Y|G) by
learning from tasks with other label sets Yi ⇠ p(Y|G), where Yi \ Y⇤ = ; for every label set Yi.
Graph meta-learning problem 2: Multiple Graphs and Shared Labels. We have a distribution
of graphs p(G) and one label set Y. The goal is to learn from graph Gj ⇠ p(G) and quickly adapt to
an unseen graph G⇤ ⇠ p(G), where Gj and G⇤ are disjoint. All tasks share the same labels.
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Graph meta-learning problem 3: Multiple Graphs and Disjoint Labels. We have a distribution
of label sets p(Y|G) conditioned on multiple graphs G. Each task has its own label set Yi but the
same label set can appear in multiple graphs. The goal is to adapt to an unseen label set Y⇤ ⇠ p(Y|G)
by learning from a disjoint label set Yi ⇠ p(Y|G), where Yi \ Y⇤ = ;.

4 Local Subgraphs and Theoretical Motivation for G-META

We start by describing how to construct local subgraphs in G-META. We then provide a theoretical
justification showing that local subgraphs preserve useful information from the entire graph. We then
argue how subgraphs enable G-META to capture sufficient information on the graph structure, node
features, and labels, and use that information for graph meta-learning.

For node u, a local subgraph is defined as a subgraph Su = (Vu, Eu,Xu) induced from a set of nodes
{v|d(u, v)  h}, where d(u, v) is the shortest path distance between node u and v, and h defines
the neighborhood size. In a meta-task, subgraphs are sampled from graphs or label sets, depending
on the graph meta-learning problems defined in Section 3. We then use GNNs to encode the local
subgraphs. However, one straightforward question raised is if this subgraph loses information by
excluding nodes outside of it. Here, we show in theory that applying GNN on the local subgraph
preserve useful information compared to using GNN on the entire graph.

Preliminaries and definitions. Next, we use GCN [22] as an exemplar GNN to understand how
nodes influence each other during neural message passing. The assumptions are based on [48] and
are detailed in Appendix C. We need the following definitions. (1) Node influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influenceNode influence Iu,v of v on u in
the final GNN output is: Iu,v = k@x(1)

u /@x(1)
v k, where the norm is any subordinate norm and the

Jacobian measures how a change in v translates to a change in u [48]. (2) Graph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influenceGraph influence IG on u
is: IG(u) = k[Iu,v1 , . . . , Iu,vn ]k1, where [Iu,v1 , . . . , Iu,vn ] is a vector representing the influence of
other nodes on u. (3) Graph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence lossGraph influence loss Rh is defined as: Rh(u) = IG(u) � ISu(u), where IG(u)
is the influence of entire graph G, and ISu(u) is the influence of local subgraph Su. Next, we show
how influence spreads between nodes depending on how far the nodes are from each other in a graph.
Theorem 1 (Decaying Property of Node Influence). Let t be a path between node u and node v
and let Dt

GM be a geometric mean of node degrees occurring on path t. Let Dt⇤
GM = mint{Dt

GM}
and h⇤ = d(u, v). Consider the node influence Iu,v from v to u. Then, Iu,v  C/(Dt⇤

GM)h⇤ .

The proof is deferred to Appendix C. Theorem 1 states that the influence of a node v on node u
decays exponentially as their distance h⇤ increases. A side theoretical finding is that the influence
is significantly decided by the accumulated node degrees of the paths between two nodes. In other
words, if the paths are straight lines of nodes (low accumulated node degrees), then the node influence
is high. Otherwise, if the paths consist of numerous connections to other nodes (high accumulated
node degrees), the node influence is minimum. Intuitively, high accumulated node degrees can bring
complicated messages along the paths, which dampen each individual node influence whereas low
degrees paths can pass the message directly to the target node. Since real-world graphs are usually
complicated graphs with relatively high node degrees, the node influence will be considerably low.
We then show that for a node u, operating GNN on a local subgraph does not lose useful information
than operating GNN on the entire graph.
Theorem 2 (Local Subgraph Preservation Property). Let Su be a local subgraph for node u with
neighborhood size h. Let node v be defined as: v = argmaxw({Iu,w|w 2 V \ Vu}). Let t̄ be a
path between u and v and let Dt̄

GM be a geometric mean of node degrees occurring on path t̄. Let
Dt̄⇤

GM = mint̄{Dt̄
GM}. The following holds: Rh(u)  C/(Dt̄⇤

GM)h+1.

The proof is deferred to Appendix D. Theorem 2 states that the graph influence loss is bounded by an
exponentially decaying term as h increases. In other words, the local subgraph formulation is an h-th
order approximation of applying GNN for the entire graph.

Local subgraphs enable few-shot meta-learning. Equipped with the theoretical justification, we
now describe how the local subgraph allows G-META to do few-shot meta-learning. The construction
of local subgraphs captures the following. (1) StructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructuresStructures. Graph structures present an alternative
source of strong signal for prediction [9, 45], especially when node labels are scarce. The GNN
representations cannot fully capture large graphs structure because they are too complicated [3, 54].
However, they can learn representations that capture the structure of small graphs, such as our
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Outer Loop Update

...<latexit sha1_base64="2oYn+c4WQO5p0giIcBulE7TIM3w=">AAAB8nicbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLI5h4Irt40CPRi0dMRDCwId1uFxq67drOkpANf8KLB70Yr/4ab/4bC+xBwZe0eXlvJjPzgkRwA6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uHRg1GppqxFlVC6ExDDBJesBRwE6ySakTgQrB2MbmZ+e8y04UrewyRhfkwGkkecErBSp9obhwpMtV+uuDV3DrxKvJxUUI5mv/zVCxVNYyaBCmJM13MT8DOigVPBpqVealhC6IgMWNdSSWJm/Gy+7xSfWSXEkdL2ScBz9XdHRmJjJnFgK2MCQ7PszcT/vG4K0ZWfcZmkwCRdDIpSgUHh2fE45JpREBNLCNXc7orpkGhCwUZUsiF4yyevksd6zbuo2a9+V680rvNEiugEnaJz5KFL1EC3qIlaiCKBntErenOenBfn3flYlBacvOcY/YHz+QNMK5A9</latexit>

G2
<latexit sha1_base64="9fqHr3CQ/CPPHBlm9gST0m0Z50k=">AAAB73icbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFi0SU5WEAcYKBhiLRKCojSrHdVqrjh3ZDlIV9TewMMCCWPk7bPwb3DYDtDzJ1tN7d7q7F6WcaeO6305pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4f3GuZKUIDIrlU7QhrypmggWGG03aqKE4iTh+i0dXUf3iiSjMp7sw4pWGCB4LFjGBjpaB+3fPrvWrNbbgzoGXiFaQGBVq96le3L0mWUGEIx1p3PDc1YY6VYYTTSaWbaZpiMsID2rFU4ITqMJ8tO0EnVumjWCr7hEEz9XdHjhOtx0lkKxNshnrRm4r/eZ3MxBdhzkSaGSrIfFCccWQkml6O+kxRYvjYEkwUs7siMsQKE2PzqdgQvMWTl8mj3/DOGvbzb/1a87JIpAxHcAyn4ME5NOEGWhAAAQbP8ApvjnBenHfnY15acoqeQ/gD5/MHO+qOaw==</latexit>

Meta-Training Subgraphs

Local
Subgraph 
Extraction

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="a0m1w3rG2BQWFoQaNXelHobYl74=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3e+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZemAhu0PO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b1SqKWtSJZRuh8QwwSVrIkfB2olmJA4Fa4Wj66nfemLacCXvcJywICYDySNOCVqpXenSvkJT6ZXKXtWbwV0mfk7KkKPRK311+4qmMZNIBTGm43sJBhnRyKlgk2I3NSwhdEQGrGOpJDEzQTbbd+KeWqXvRkrbJ9Gdqb87MhIbM45DWxkTHJpFbyr+53VSjC6DjMskRSbpfFCUCheVOz3e7XPNKIqxJYRqbnd16ZBoQtFGVLQh+IsnL5OHWtU/r9qvdlsr16/yRApwDCdwBj5cQB1uoAFNoCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352NeuuLkPUfwB87nDy7HkCo=</latexit>

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="a0m1w3rG2BQWFoQaNXelHobYl74=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3e+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZemAhu0PO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b1SqKWtSJZRuh8QwwSVrIkfB2olmJA4Fa4Wj66nfemLacCXvcJywICYDySNOCVqpXenSvkJT6ZXKXtWbwV0mfk7KkKPRK311+4qmMZNIBTGm43sJBhnRyKlgk2I3NSwhdEQGrGOpJDEzQTbbd+KeWqXvRkrbJ9Gdqb87MhIbM45DWxkTHJpFbyr+53VSjC6DjMskRSbpfFCUCheVOz3e7XPNKIqxJYRqbnd16ZBoQtFGVLQh+IsnL5OHWtU/r9qvdlsr16/yRApwDCdwBj5cQB1uoAFNoCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352NeuuLkPUfwB87nDy7HkCo=</latexit>

Meta-Testing Subgraphs

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="a0m1w3rG2BQWFoQaNXelHobYl74=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3e+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZemAhu0PO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b1SqKWtSJZRuh8QwwSVrIkfB2olmJA4Fa4Wj66nfemLacCXvcJywICYDySNOCVqpXenSvkJT6ZXKXtWbwV0mfk7KkKPRK311+4qmMZNIBTGm43sJBhnRyKlgk2I3NSwhdEQGrGOpJDEzQTbbd+KeWqXvRkrbJ9Gdqb87MhIbM45DWxkTHJpFbyr+53VSjC6DjMskRSbpfFCUCheVOz3e7XPNKIqxJYRqbnd16ZBoQtFGVLQh+IsnL5OHWtU/r9qvdlsr16/yRApwDCdwBj5cQB1uoAFNoCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352NeuuLkPUfwB87nDy7HkCo=</latexit>

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="a0m1w3rG2BQWFoQaNXelHobYl74=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3e+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZemAhu0PO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b1SqKWtSJZRuh8QwwSVrIkfB2olmJA4Fa4Wj66nfemLacCXvcJywICYDySNOCVqpXenSvkJT6ZXKXtWbwV0mfk7KkKPRK311+4qmMZNIBTGm43sJBhnRyKlgk2I3NSwhdEQGrGOpJDEzQTbbd+KeWqXvRkrbJ9Gdqb87MhIbM45DWxkTHJpFbyr+53VSjC6DjMskRSbpfFCUCheVOz3e7XPNKIqxJYRqbnd16ZBoQtFGVLQh+IsnL5OHWtU/r9qvdlsr16/yRApwDCdwBj5cQB1uoAFNoCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352NeuuLkPUfwB87nDy7HkCo=</latexit>

GNN Support Prototypes

Ti
<latexit sha1_base64="VWHHjqy18MSY+8Dqb2uJQPGheuA=">AAAB/XicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5S2FkiWiRmKqkDDBWsDAWqaVFbRQ5rtNadZzIdkBVyKOwMMCCWHkPNt4Gp80ALSfZOt19n3w+P2ZUKtv+Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BWT28k1EiMOniiEWi7yNJGOWkq6hipB8LgkKfkZ4/vc793gMRkka8o2YxcUM05jSgGCkteWa1PgyRmmDE0k7mpTSre2bNbthzWKvEKUgNCrQ982s4inASEq4wQ1IOHDtWboqEopiRrDJMJIkRnqIxGWjKUUikm86jZ9apVkZWEAl9uLLm6u+NFIVSzkJfT+Y55bKXi/95g0QFl25KeZwowvHioSBhloqsvAdrRAXBis00QVhQndXCEyQQVrqtii7BWf7yKrlvNpzzhr6at81a66popAzHcAJn4MAFtOAG2tAFDI/wDK/wZjwZL8a78bEYLRnFzhH8gfH5A+YxlH4=</latexit>

Support Subgraphs

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="a0m1w3rG2BQWFoQaNXelHobYl74=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3e+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZemAhu0PO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b1SqKWtSJZRuh8QwwSVrIkfB2olmJA4Fa4Wj66nfemLacCXvcJywICYDySNOCVqpXenSvkJT6ZXKXtWbwV0mfk7KkKPRK311+4qmMZNIBTGm43sJBhnRyKlgk2I3NSwhdEQGrGOpJDEzQTbbd+KeWqXvRkrbJ9Gdqb87MhIbM45DWxkTHJpFbyr+53VSjC6DjMskRSbpfFCUCheVOz3e7XPNKIqxJYRqbnd16ZBoQtFGVLQh+IsnL5OHWtU/r9qvdlsr16/yRApwDCdwBj5cQB1uoAFNoCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352NeuuLkPUfwB87nDy7HkCo=</latexit>

Query Subgraphs

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="a0m1w3rG2BQWFoQaNXelHobYl74=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3e+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZemAhu0PO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b1SqKWtSJZRuh8QwwSVrIkfB2olmJA4Fa4Wj66nfemLacCXvcJywICYDySNOCVqpXenSvkJT6ZXKXtWbwV0mfk7KkKPRK311+4qmMZNIBTGm43sJBhnRyKlgk2I3NSwhdEQGrGOpJDEzQTbbd+KeWqXvRkrbJ9Gdqb87MhIbM45DWxkTHJpFbyr+53VSjC6DjMskRSbpfFCUCheVOz3e7XPNKIqxJYRqbnd16ZBoQtFGVLQh+IsnL5OHWtU/r9qvdlsr16/yRApwDCdwBj5cQB1uoAFNoCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352NeuuLkPUfwB87nDy7HkCo=</latexit>

Inner Loop Update
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GNN Support Prototypes

Support Subgraphs

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="a0m1w3rG2BQWFoQaNXelHobYl74=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3e+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZemAhu0PO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b1SqKWtSJZRuh8QwwSVrIkfB2olmJA4Fa4Wj66nfemLacCXvcJywICYDySNOCVqpXenSvkJT6ZXKXtWbwV0mfk7KkKPRK311+4qmMZNIBTGm43sJBhnRyKlgk2I3NSwhdEQGrGOpJDEzQTbbd+KeWqXvRkrbJ9Gdqb87MhIbM45DWxkTHJpFbyr+53VSjC6DjMskRSbpfFCUCheVOz3e7XPNKIqxJYRqbnd16ZBoQtFGVLQh+IsnL5OHWtU/r9qvdlsr16/yRApwDCdwBj5cQB1uoAFNoCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352NeuuLkPUfwB87nDy7HkCo=</latexit>

Query Subgraphs

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="a0m1w3rG2BQWFoQaNXelHobYl74=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3e+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZemAhu0PO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b1SqKWtSJZRuh8QwwSVrIkfB2olmJA4Fa4Wj66nfemLacCXvcJywICYDySNOCVqpXenSvkJT6ZXKXtWbwV0mfk7KkKPRK311+4qmMZNIBTGm43sJBhnRyKlgk2I3NSwhdEQGrGOpJDEzQTbbd+KeWqXvRkrbJ9Gdqb87MhIbM45DWxkTHJpFbyr+53VSjC6DjMskRSbpfFCUCheVOz3e7XPNKIqxJYRqbnd16ZBoQtFGVLQh+IsnL5OHWtU/r9qvdlsr16/yRApwDCdwBj5cQB1uoAFNoCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352NeuuLkPUfwB87nDy7HkCo=</latexit>

Inner Loop Update
✓⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="oMjWB6s0uFXJzPrmkE1NTGOWpxA=">AAAB9HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZCCbGgtxhoSXRxhITERROsrfswYa9vcvunAm58C9sLLQxtv4YO/+Ny0eh4Et28/LeTGbmBYkUBl3321laXlldW89t5De3tnd2C3v7dyZONeN1FstYNwNquBSK11Gg5M1EcxoFkjeCwdXYbzxxbUSsbnGYcD+iPSVCwSha6aHUxj5H+nha6hSKbtmdgCwSb0aKMEOtU/hqd2OWRlwhk9SYlucm6GdUo2CSj/Lt1PCEsgHt8Zalikbc+Nlk4xE5tkqXhLG2TyGZqL87MhoZM4wCWxlR7Jt5byz+57VSDC/8TKgkRa7YdFCYSoIxGZ9PukJzhnJoCWVa2F0J61NNGdqQ8jYEb/7kRXJfKXtnZftVbirF6uUskRwcwhGcgAfnUIVrqEEdGCh4hld4c4zz4rw7H9PSJWfWcwB/4Hz+AEQQkL8=</latexit>

11

Lquery
<latexit sha1_base64="P/6NtJgbr7v3kO9g7WwR0AqWfHs=">AAACBnicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1E6bi2BiRe6w0JJoY2GBiQiGu5C9ZYANex/uzhnJ5RIb/4qNhTbG1t9g579xDygUfMluXt6bycw8LxJcoWV9G7mFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1zo8JYMmiwUISy5VEFggfQQI4CWpEE6nsCmt7wPPOb9yAVD4NrHEXg+rQf8B5nFLXUKe6VHZ/igFGRXKYdB+EBk7sY5Cgtd4olq2KNYc4Te0pKZIp6p/jldEMW+xAgE1Sptm1F6CZUImcC0oITK4goG9I+tDUNqA/KTcY3pOahVrpmL5T6BWiO1d8dCfWVGvmerswWVrNeJv7ntWPsnboJD6IYIWCTQb1YmBiaWSBml0tgKEaaUCa53tVkAyopQx1bQYdgz548T26rFfu4or/qVbVUO5smkif75IAcEZuckBq5IHXSIIw8kmfySt6MJ+PFeDc+JqU5Y9qzS/7A+PwBdUGYvg==</latexit>

Li
query

<latexit sha1_base64="sVeSpagVP4T1Q/iQPkP2FEDLWGg=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloITCIkGiiuxQQBlBQ0ERJEKCEmOdL5vklPODuzUistzQ8Cs0FNAgWj6Bjr/h8iggYaQ7jWZ2tbvjx4IrtO1vY25+YXFpObeSX11b39g0t7avVZRIBjUWiUg2fKpA8BBqyFFAI5ZAA19A3e+fDf36PUjFo/AKBzG4Ae2GvMMZRS155l6xFVDsMSrSi8xrITxgepeAHGS3vOiZBbtkj2DNEmdCCmSCqmd+tdoRSwIIkQmqVNOxY3RTKpEzAVm+lSiIKevTLjQ1DWkAyk1HV2TWgVbaVieS+oVojdTfHSkNlBoEvq4crqymvaH4n9dMsHPipjyME4SQjQd1EmFhZA0jsdpcAkMx0IQyyfWuFutRSRnq4PI6BGf65FlyUy45RyX9lS/LhcrpJJEc2SX75JA45JhUyDmpkhph5JE8k1fyZjwZL8a78TEunTMmPTvkD4zPHwV/mZk=</latexit>

Lsupport
<latexit sha1_base64="amGzoBWSiQnXVWNQa418Ez2TIQ4=">AAACCHicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOUrwAhDRIvEVCVlgLGChYGhSJQWNVHkuE5r1XEi+4Kooi4s/BUWBlgQKz+BjX+D02aAlifZenrvTnf3goQzBbb9bSwsLi2vrJbWyusbm1vb5s7urYpTSWiLxDyWnQArypmgLWDAaSeRFEcBp+1geJH77XsqFYvFDYwS6kW4L1jICAYt+eZB1Y0wDAjm2dXYd4E+QKbSJIkljKu+WbFr9gTWPHEKUkEFmr755fZikkZUAOFYqa5jJ+BlWAIjnI7LbqpogskQ92lXU4EjqrxscsXYOtJKzwpjqZ8Aa6L+7shwpNQoCnRlvrKa9XLxP6+bQnjmZUwkKVBBpoPClFsQW3kkVo9JSoCPNMFEMr2rRQZYYgI6uLIOwZk9eZ7c1WvOSU1/9et6pXFeJFJC++gQHSMHnaIGukRN1EIEPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PqalC0bRs4f+wPj8ATaembk=</latexit>

Lsupport
<latexit sha1_base64="amGzoBWSiQnXVWNQa418Ez2TIQ4=">AAACCHicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOUrwAhDRIvEVCVlgLGChYGhSJQWNVHkuE5r1XEi+4Kooi4s/BUWBlgQKz+BjX+D02aAlifZenrvTnf3goQzBbb9bSwsLi2vrJbWyusbm1vb5s7urYpTSWiLxDyWnQArypmgLWDAaSeRFEcBp+1geJH77XsqFYvFDYwS6kW4L1jICAYt+eZB1Y0wDAjm2dXYd4E+QKbSJIkljKu+WbFr9gTWPHEKUkEFmr755fZikkZUAOFYqa5jJ+BlWAIjnI7LbqpogskQ92lXU4EjqrxscsXYOtJKzwpjqZ8Aa6L+7shwpNQoCnRlvrKa9XLxP6+bQnjmZUwkKVBBpoPClFsQW3kkVo9JSoCPNMFEMr2rRQZYYgI6uLIOwZk9eZ7c1WvOSU1/9et6pXFeJFJC++gQHSMHnaIGukRN1EIEPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PqalC0bRs4f+wPj8ATaembk=</latexit>

T query
i

<latexit sha1_base64="x66RqEO/2U6UrJcdkP6AU6hXiEg=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloITCIkGiiuxQQBlBQxmkhAQlJjpf1skp5wd3a0RkuaHhV2gooEG0fAIdf8PlUUDCSHcazexqd8eLBVdo29/GwuLS8spqbi2/vrG5tW3u7F6rKJEM6iwSkWx6VIHgIdSRo4BmLIEGnoCGN7gY+Y17kIpHYQ2HMbgB7YXc54yiljrmQbEdUOwzKtJadttGeMD0LgE5zDq82DELdskew5onzpQUyBTVjvnV7kYsCSBEJqhSLceO0U2pRM4EZPl2oiCmbEB70NI0pAEoNx1fkVlHWulafiT1C9Eaq787UhooNQw8XTlaWc16I/E/r5Wgf+amPIwThJBNBvmJsDCyRpFYXS6BoRhqQpnkeleL9amkDHVweR2CM3vyPLkpl5yTkv7KV+VC5XyaSI7sk0NyTBxySirkklRJnTDySJ7JK3kznowX4934mJQuGNOePfIHxucPEjKZoQ==</latexit>

T support
i

<latexit sha1_base64="jJ+puyF7Z5X4ek2LvNkB5AdyuFo=">AAACCnicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyUSskiQqCI7FFBG0FAGKSFBsbHOl3NyyvmhuzUistzR8Cs0FNAgWr6Ajr/hnLiAhJHuNJrZ1e6OF3MmwTS/tdLS8srqWnm9srG5tb2j7+7dyCgRhHZIxCPR87CknIW0Aww47cWC4sDjtOuNL3O/e0+FZFHYhklMnQAPQ+YzgkFJrn5YswMMI4J52s7ubKAPkMokjiMBmctqrl416+YUxiKxClJFBVqu/mUPIpIENATCsZR9y4zBSbEARjjNKnYiaYzJGA9pX9EQB1Q66fSOzDhWysDwI6FeCMZU/d2R4kDKSeCpynxpOe/l4n9ePwH/3ElZGCdAQzIb5CfcgMjIQzEGTFACfKIIJoKpXQ0ywgITUNFVVAjW/MmL5LZRt07r6mtcN6rNiyKRMjpAR+gEWegMNdEVaqEOIugRPaNX9KY9aS/au/YxKy1pRc8++gPt8wfVZJqc</latexit>

T support
i

<latexit sha1_base64="jJ+puyF7Z5X4ek2LvNkB5AdyuFo=">AAACCnicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyUSskiQqCI7FFBG0FAGKSFBsbHOl3NyyvmhuzUistzR8Cs0FNAgWr6Ajr/hnLiAhJHuNJrZ1e6OF3MmwTS/tdLS8srqWnm9srG5tb2j7+7dyCgRhHZIxCPR87CknIW0Aww47cWC4sDjtOuNL3O/e0+FZFHYhklMnQAPQ+YzgkFJrn5YswMMI4J52s7ubKAPkMokjiMBmctqrl416+YUxiKxClJFBVqu/mUPIpIENATCsZR9y4zBSbEARjjNKnYiaYzJGA9pX9EQB1Q66fSOzDhWysDwI6FeCMZU/d2R4kDKSeCpynxpOe/l4n9ePwH/3ElZGCdAQzIb5CfcgMjIQzEGTFACfKIIJoKpXQ0ywgITUNFVVAjW/MmL5LZRt07r6mtcN6rNiyKRMjpAR+gEWegMNdEVaqEOIugRPaNX9KY9aS/au/YxKy1pRc8++gPt8wfVZJqc</latexit>
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Figure 2: (1) We first construct a batch of m meta-training tasks and extract local subgraphs on the fly for
nodes in the meta-tasks. For each task Ti, (2) subgraphs from the support set are mini-batched and are fed into
a GNN parameterized by ✓. (3) The support set embeddings using the centroid nodes are generated, and (4)
the prototypes are computed from the support centroid embeddings. Then, (5) the support set loss Lsupport is
computed, and (6) back-propagates to update the GNN parameter. (7) T query

i subgraphs then feed into the updated
GNN to (8) generate query centroid embeddings. (9) Using the support prototypes and the query embeddings,
the query loss Li

query for task Ti is computed. Steps (2-9) are repeated for ⌘ update steps. The same process
repeats for the other m sampled tasks, starting from the same GNN f✓ . (10) The last update step’s query loss
from all the tasks are summed up and used to update ✓. Then, another batch of tasks are sampled, and step
(1-10) are repeated. Then, for meta-testing tasks, steps (1-9) are repeated with the GNN using the meta-learned
parameter ✓⇤, which enables generalization over unseen tasks. See Algorithm 1 (Appendix E).

local subgraphs, as is evidenced by the connection to the Weisfeiler-Lehman test [54, 60]. Hence,
subgraphs enable G-META to capture structrual node information. (2) FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures. Local subgraphs
preserve useful information, as indicated by the theorems above. (3) LabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabelsLabels. When only a handful
of nodes are labeled, it is challenging to efficiently propagate the labels through the entire graph
[64, 23]. Metric-learning methods [37] learn a task-specific metric to classify query set data using the
closest point from the support set. It has been proved as an effective inductive bias [37, 42]. Equipped
with subgraph representations that capture both structure and feature information, G-META uses
metric-learning by comparing the query subgraph embedding to the support subgraph embedding. As
such, it circumvents the problem of having too little label information for effective propagation.

5 G-META: Meta Learning via Local Subgraphs

G-META (Figure 2) is an approach for meta-learning on graphs. Building on theoretical motivation
from Section 4, G-META first constructs local subgraphs. It then uses a GNN encoder to generate
embeddings for subgraphs. Finally, it uses prototypical loss for inductive bias and MAML for
knowledge transfer across graphs and labels. The overview is in Algorithm 1 (Appendix E).

Neural encoding of subgraphs. In each meta-task, we first construct a subgraph Su for each node
u. While we use h-hops neighbors to construct subgraphs, other subgraph extraction algorithms,
e.g., [6, 11] can be considered. We then feed each subgraph Su into a h-layer GNN to obtain an
embedding for every node in the subgraph. Here, h is set to the size of subgraph neighborhood. The
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centroid node u’s embedding is used to represent the subgraph hu = Centroid(GNN(Su)). Note
that a centroid node embedding is a particular instantiation of our framework. One can consider
alternative subgraph representations, such as subgraph neural networks [1, 57] or readout functions
specified over nodes in a subgraph [54, 5]. Notably, local subgraphs in our study are different from
computation graphs [58]. Local subgraphs are not used for neural message passing; instead we use
them for meta learning. Further, our framework does not constrain subgraphs to h-hop neighborhoods
or subgraph neural encodings to centroid embeddings.

Prototypical loss. After we obtain subgraph representations, we leverage inductive bias between
representations and labels to circumvent the issue of limited label information in few-shot settings.
For each label k, we take the mean over support set subgraph embeddings to obtain a prototype
ck as: ck = 1/Nk

P
yj=k hj . The prototype ck serves as a landmark for label k. Then, for each

local subgraph Su that exists in either support or query set, a class distribution vector p is calculated
via the Euclidean distance between support prototypes for each class and centroid embeddings as:
pk = (exp (�khu � ckk))/(

P
k̂ exp

�
�khu � ck̂k

�
). Finally, we use class distribution vectors

from local subgraphs to optimize a cross-entropy loss as follows: L(p,y) =
P

j yj log pj , where y

indicates a true label’s one-hot encoding.

Optimization-based meta-learning. To transfer the structural knowledge across graphs and labels,
we use MAML, an optimization-based meta-learning approach. We break the node’s dependency
on a graph by framing nodes into independent local subgraph classification tasks. It allows direct
adaptation to MAML since individual subgraphs can be considered as an individual image in the
classic few-shot meta-learning setups. More specifically, we first sample a batch of tasks, where each
task consists of a set of subgraphs. During meta-training inner loop, we perform the regular stochastic
gradient descent on the support loss for each task Ti: ✓j = ✓j�1 �↵rLsupport. The updated parameter
is then evaluated using the query set, and the query loss for task i is recorded as Li

query. The above
steps are repeated for ⌘ update steps. Then, the Li

query from the last update step is summed up across
the batch of tasks, and then we perform a meta-update step: ✓ = ✓ � �r

P
i Li

query. Next, new tasks
batch are sampled, and the same iteration is applied on the meta-updated ✓. During meta-testing,
the same procedure above is applied using the final meta-updated parameter ✓⇤. ✓⇤ is learned from
knowledge across meta-training tasks and is the optimal parameter to adapt to unseen tasks quickly.

Attractive properties of G-META. (1) Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability:Scalability: G-META operates on a mini-batch of local
subgraphs where the subgraph size and the batch size (few-shots) are both small. This allows fast
computation and low memory requirement because G-META’s aggregation field is smaller than
that of previous methods that operate on entire graphs [3, 63]. We further increase scalability
by sub-sampling subgraphs with more than 1,000 nodes. Also note that graph few-shot learning
does not evaluate all the samples in the graph since few-shot learning means majority of labels
do not exist. Thus, each mini-batch consists only of a few samples with labels (e.g., 9 in 3-way
3-shot learning), which are quick operations. (2) Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning:Inductive learning: Since G-META operates on
different subgraphs in each GNN encoding, it forces inductiveness over unseen subgraphs. This
inductiveness is crucial for few-shot learning, where the trained model needs to adapt to unseen
nodes. Inductive learning also allows for knowledge transfer from meta-training subgraphs to meta-
testing subgraphs. (3) Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization:Over-smoothing regularization: One limitation of GNN is that connected
nodes become increasingly similar after multiple iterations of propagation on the same graph. In
contrast, each iteration for G-META consists of a batch of different subgraphs with various structures,
sizes and nodes, where each subgraph is fed into the GNN individually. This prevents GNN from
over-smoothing on the structure of a single graph. (4) Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning:Few-shot learning: G-META needs only a
tiny number of labeled nodes for successful learning, as demonstrated in experiments. This property
is in contrast with prevailing GNNs, which require a large fraction of labeled nodes to propagate
neural messages in the graph successfully. (5) Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability:Broad applicability: G-META applies to many graph
meta-learning problems (Figure 1) whereas previous methods apply to at most one [3, 63]. Unlike
earlier methods, G-META works for node classification and few-shot link prediction (i.e., via local
subgraphs for a pair of nodes).

6 Experiments

Synthetic datasets. We have two synthetic datasets whose labels depend on nodes’ structural
roles [16], which we use to confirm that G-META captures local graph structure (Table 1). (1) CycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycleCycle:
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Table 1: Dataset statistics. Fold-PPI and Tree-of-Life are new datasets introduced in this study.
Dataset Task # Graphs # Nodes # Edges # Features # Labels
Synthetic Cycle Node 10 11,476 19,687 N/A 17
Synthetic BA Node 10 2,000 7,647 N/A 10
ogbn-arxiv Node 1 169,343 1,166,243 128 40
Tissue-PPI Node 24 51,194 1,350,412 50 10
FirstMM-DB Link 41 56,468 126,024 5 2
Fold-PPI Node 144 274,606 3,666,563 512 29
Tree-of-Life Link 1,840 1,450,633 8,762,166 N/A 2

we use a cycle basis graph and attach a distribution of shapes: House, Star, Diamond, Fan [9]. The
label of each node is the structural role define by the shape. We also add random edges as noise.
In the multiple graphs problem, each graph is with varying distribution of number of shapes. (2)
BABABABABABABABABABABABABABABABABA: to model local structural information under a more realistic homophily graph, we construct a
Barabási-Albert (BA) graph and then plant different shapes to the graph. Then, we compute the
Graphlet Distribution Vector [31] for each node, which characterizes the local graph structures and
then we apply spectral clustering on this vector to generate the labels. For multiple graphs problem, a
varying distribution of numbers of shapes are used to plant each BA graph. Details are in Appendix F.

Real-world datasets and new meta-learning datasets. We use three real world datasets for node
classification and two for link prediction to evaluate G-META (Table 1). (1) ogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxivogbn-arxiv is a CS
citation network, where features are titles, and labels are the subject areas [17]. (2) Tissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPITissue-PPI
consists of 24 protein-protein interaction networks from different tissues, where features are gene
signatures and labels are gene ontology functions [67, 15]. (3) Fold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPIFold-PPI is a novel dataset, which we
constructed for the multiple graph and disjoint label problem. It has 144 tissue PPI networks [67],
and the labels are protein structures defined in SCOP database [2]. The features are conjoint triad
protein descriptor [36]. We screen fold groups that have more than 9 unique proteins across the
networks. It results in 29 unique labels. Like many real-world graphs, in Fold-PPI, the majority of
the nodes do not have associated labels. This also shows the importance of graph few-shot learning.
(4) FirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DBFirstMM-DB [28] is the standard 3D point cloud data for link prediction across graphs, which
consists of 41 graphs. (5) Tree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-LifeTree-of-Life is a new dataset that we constructed based on 1,840 protein
interaction networks, each originating from a different species [66]. Since node features are not
provided, we use node degrees instead. Details are in Appendix F.

Experimental setup. We follow the standard episode training for few-shot learning [42]. We refer
the readers to Section 3.1 for task setups given various graph meta learning problems. Note that
in order to simulate the real-world few-shot graph learning settings, we do not use the full set of
labels provided in the dataset. Instead, we select a partition of it by constructing a fixed number of
meta-tasks. Here, we describe the various parameters used in this study. (1) Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification.Node classification. For
disjoint label setups, we sample 5 labels for meta-testing, 5 for meta-validation, and use the rest for
meta-training. In each task, 2-ways 1-shot learning with 5 gradient update steps in meta-training
and 10 gradient update steps in meta-testing is used for synthetic datasets. 3-ways 3-shots learning
with 10 gradient update steps in meta-training and 20 gradient update steps in meta-testing are used
for real-world datasets disjoint label settings. For multiple graph shared labels setups, 10% (10%)
of all graphs are held out for testing (validation). The remaining graphs are used for training. For
fold-PPI, we use the average of ten 2-way protein function tasks. (2) Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction.Link prediction. 10% of graphs
are held out for testing and another 10% for validation. For each graph, the support set consists of
30% edges and the query set 70%. Negative edges are sampled randomly to match the same number
of positive edges, and we follow the experiment setting from [61] to construct the training graph. We
use 16-shots for each task, i.e., using only 32 node pairs to predict links for an unseen graph. 10
gradient update steps in meta-training and 20 gradient update steps in meta-testing are used. Each
experiment is repeated five times to calculate the standard deviation of the results. Hyperparameters
selection and a recommended set of them are in Appendix G.

Nine baseline methods. Meta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-GraphMeta-Graph [3] injects graph signature in VGAE [21] to do few-shot multi-
graph link prediction. Meta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNNMeta-GNN [63] applies MAML [12] to Simple Graph Convolution (SGC) [52].
Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN)Few-shot Graph Isomorphism Network (FS-GIN) [54] applies GIN on the entire graph and retrieve
the few-shot nodes to propagate loss and enable learning. Similarly, Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC)Few-shot SGC (FS-SGC) [52]
switches GIN to SGC for GNN encoder. Note that the previous four baselines only work in a
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Table 2: Graph meta-learning performance on synthetic datasets. Re-
ported is multi-class classification accuracy (five-fold average) for 1-shot
node classification in various graph meta-learning problems. N/A means
the method does not apply for the problem. Disjoint label problems use
a 2-way setup. In the shared label problem, the cycle graph has 17 labels
and the BA graph has 10 labels. The results use 5 gradient update steps in
meta-training and 10 gradient update steps in meta-testing. Full table with
standard deviations is in Appendix K.

Graph Meta- Single graph Multiple graphs Multiple graphs
Learning Problem Disjoint labels Shared labels Disjoint labels

Prediction Task Node Node Node

Base graph Cycle BA Cycle BA Cycle BA

G-META (Ours) 0.872 0.867 0.542 0.734 0.767 0.867
Meta-Graph N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Meta-GNN 0.720 0.694 N/A N/A N/A N/A
FS-GIN 0.684 0.749 N/A N/A N/A N/A
FS-SGC 0.574 0.715 N/A N/A N/A N/A

KNN 0.918 0.804 0.343 0.710 0.753 0.769
No-Finetune 0.509 0.567 0.059 0.265 0.592 0.577
Finetune 0.679 0.671 0.385 0.517 0.599 0.629

ProtoNet 0.821 0.858 0.282 0.657 0.749 0.866
MAML 0.842 0.848 0.511 0.726 0.653 0.844
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Figure 3: Synthetic Cycle and
Barabási-Albert datasets.

Table 3: Graph meta-learning performance on real-world datasets. Reported is multi-class classification
accuracy (five-fold average) and standard deviation. N/A means the method does not work in the graph meta-
learning problem. Note that ProtoNet and MAML can be considered as ablation studies of G-META. Further
details on performance are in Appendix I.

Graph Meta- Single graph Multiple graphs Multiple graphs Multiple graphs Multiple graphs
Learning Problem Disjoint labels Shared labels Disjoint labels Shared labels Shared labels
Prediction Task Node Node Node Link Link
Dataset ogbn-arxiv Tissue-PPI Fold-PPI FirstMM-DB Tree-of-Life
G-META (Ours) 0.451±0.032 0.768±0.029 0.561±0.059 0.784±0.028 0.722±0.032
Meta-Graph N/A N/A N/A 0.719±0.020 0.705±0.004
Meta-GNN 0.273±0.122 N/A N/A N/A N/A
FS-GIN 0.336±0.042 N/A N/A N/A N/A
FS-SGC 0.347±0.005 N/A N/A N/A N/A
KNN 0.392±0.015 0.619±0.025 0.433±0.034 0.603±0.072 0.649±0.012
No-Finetune 0.364±0.014 0.516±0.006 0.376±0.017 0.509±0.006 0.505±0.001
Finetune 0.359±0.010 0.521±0.013 0.370±0.022 0.511±0.007 0.504±0.003

ProtoNet 0.372±0.017 0.546±0.025 0.382±0.031 0.779±0.020 0.697±0.010
MAML 0.389±0.021 0.745±0.051 0.482±0.062 0.758±0.025 0.719±0.012

few graph meta-learning problems. We also test on different meta-learning models, using the top
performing ones in [42]. We operate on subgraph level for them since it allows comparison in all
problems. No-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-FinetuneNo-Finetune performs training on the support set and use the trained model to classify
each query example, using only meta-testing set. KNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNNKNN [10, 42] first trains a GNN using all data in
the meta-training set and it is used as an embedding function. Then, it uses the label of the voted
K-closest example in the support set for each query example. FinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetuneFinetune [42] uses the embedding
function generated from meta-training set and the models are then finetuned on the meta-testing set.
ProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNetProtoNet [37] applies prototypical learning on each subgraph embeddings, following the standard
few-shot learning setups. MAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAMLMAML [12] switches ProtoNet to MAML as the meta-learner. Note that
the baselines ProtoNet and MAML can be considered as an ablation of G-META removing MAML
and Prototypical loss respectively. All experiments use the same number of query points per label.
We use multi-class accuracy metric.

6.1 Results

Overview of results. Synthetic dataset results are reported in Table 2 and real-world datasets in
Table 3. We see that G-META can consistently achieve the best accuracy in almost all tested graph
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meta-learning problems and on both node classification and link prediction tasks. Notably, G-META
achieves a 15.1% relative increase in the single graph disjoint setting, a 16.3% relative increase in
the multiple graph disjoint label setting, over the best performing baseline. This performance boost
suggests that G-META can learn across graphs and disjoint labels. Besides, this increase also shows
G-META obtains good predictive performance, using only a few gradient update steps given a few
examples on the target tasks.

G-META captures local structural information. In the synthetic datasets, we see that Meta-GNN,
FS-GIN, and FS-SGC, which base on the entire graph, are inferior to subgraph-based methods, such
as G-META. This finding demonstrates that subgraph embedding can capture the local structural
roles, whereas using the entire graph cannot. It further supports our theoretical motivation. In the
single graph disjoint label setting, KNN achieves the best result. This result suggests that the subgraph
representation learned from the trained embedding function is sufficient to capture the structural roles,
further confirming the usefulness of local subgraph construction.

G-META is highly predictive, general graph meta-learning method. Across meta-learning mod-
els, we observe G-META is consistently better than others such as MAML and ProtoNet. MAML
and ProtoNet have volatile results across different problems and tasks, whereas G-META is stable.
This result confirms our analysis of using the prototypical loss to leverage the label inductive bias
and MAML to transfer knowledge across graphs and labels. By comparing G-META to two relevant
existing works Meta-GNN and Meta-Graph, we see G-META can work across different problems. In
contrast, the previous two methods are restricted by the meta graph learning problems. In real-world
datasets, we observe No-Finetune is better than Finetune in many problems (ogbn-arxiv & Fold-PPI).
This observation shows that the meta-training datasets bias the meta-testing result, suggesting the
importance of meta-learning algorithm to achieve positive transfer in meta graph learning.

Local subgraphs are vital for successful graph few-shot learning. We observe that Meta-GNN,
FS-GIN, and FS-SGC, which operate on the entire graph, perform poorly. In contrast, G-META can
learn transferable signal, even when label sets are disjoint. Since the problem requires learning using
only 3-shots in a large graph of around 160 thousands nodes and 1 million edges (ogbn-arxiv), we
posit that operating GNN on the entire graph would not propagate useful information. Hence, the
performance increase suggests that local subgraph construction is useful, especially in large graphs.
Finally, in the Tree-of-Life link prediction problem, we studied the largest-ever graph meta-learning
dataset, spanning 1,840 PPI graphs. This experiment also supports the scalability of G-META, which
is enabled by the local subgraphs.

Ablation and parameter studies. We conduct ablations on two important components, optimization-
based meta-learning and prototypical loss. Note that baseline ProtoNet and MAML are the ablations
of G-META. We find that both components are important to improve predictive performance. To study
parameters, we first vary the size of subgraph size h. We find that h = 2 has a better performance
across datasets than h = 1. When h = 3, in some dataset, it introduces noise and decreases the
performance while in other one, it can improve performance since it includes more information. We
suggest to use h = 2 since it has the most stable performance. We then vary the number of shots
k, and observes a linear trend between k and the predictive performance. The detailed quantitative
results on the parameter studies are provided in the Appendix J.

7 Conclusion

We introduce G-META, a scalable and inductive meta learning method for graphs. Unlike earlier
methods, G-META excels at difficult few-shot learning tasks and can tackle a variety of meta learning
problems. The core principle in G-META is to use local subgraphs to identify and transfer useful
information across tasks. The local subgraph approach is fundamentally different from prior studies,
which use entire graphs and capture global graph structure at the loss of finer topological shapes. Local
subgraphs are theoretically justified and stem from our observation that evidence for a prediction can
be found in the local subgraph surrounding the target entity. G-META outperforms nine baselines
across seven datasets, including a new and original dataset of 1,840 graphs.
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Broader Impact

Graphs represent an incredibly powerful data representation that has proved useful for numerous
domains and application areas. At the same time, meta learning is a key area of machine learning re-
search that has already demonstrated great potential for problems, such as few-shot image recognition
and neural architecture search.

G-META advances ML research. Our present work is at an exciting yet underexplored intersection
of graph ML and meta learning, advancing the state-of-the-art and enabling practical applications
of meta learning for large graph datasets. State-of-the-art GNN methods do not work when there
are only a handful of labels available. Our work fills in this gap by providing a novel approach to
leverage related information such as related graphs or other labels sets to aid the graph few-shot
learning. Numerous real-world graphs are only associated with scarce labels of nodes or have a large
percentage of missing links. Low-resource constraint (e.g., the sparsity of graphs/scarcity of labels)
is a fundamental challenge in real-world graph applications. The goal of graph meta-learning is to
solve key graph ML tasks, such as node classification and link prediction, under these constraints.

We envision numerous impactful applications of our work, as already demonstrated in the paper. We
provide a brief overview of key applications for graph meta-learning, and G-META in particular.

G-META can expedite scientific discovery. Science is filled with complex systems that are modeled
by graphs. The labels are usually obtained through resource-intensive experiments in laboratories.
Many experiments, such as those to measure protein-protein interactions (studied in the paper),
cannot yet be automated. Because of that, labels (i.e., a variety of molecular properties that need to
be discovered for downstream problems like drug discovery [44]) are expensive to obtain and thus
are very scarce. G-META can accelerate scientific discovery by learning from related sources and
quickly adapting to a new, never-before-seen task of interest given only a handful of examples. For
example, G-META can better annotate rare disease pathways by transferring knowledge from the
mouse PPI network to the human PPI network [33]. Further, PPI networks of many species are highly
incomplete, even for humans, less than 30% of all pairwise combinations of proteins have been tested
for interaction so far [25]. Graph meta-learning can help label sparse networks by learning from a
handful of other networks that are well-annotated.

G-META can bring economic values. While graphs have helped businesses make better products
(e.g., [56, 26]), many graph-structured data resources remain under-utilized because of the sparsity
and scarcity of labels. G-META can help tackle this problem. For example, it can improve recommen-
dation for a new set of products that only have a few user behavior records by transferring knowledge
from previous product sets in the user products recommendation networks, or help a business expand
to new locations by learning from the interconnected data about the current location.

G-META can improve equality. G-META can be used to facilitate the development of world
regions by quickly learning from the developed regions. While this has previously been successfully
demonstrated on satellite image data [20], we see many new opportunities for graph data, such as
identifying what transportation lines (links) should be prioritized to add in a rural region by learning
from infrastructure networks of developed regions that were similarly rural before.

Finally, we briefly comment on potential risks of having a powerful graph meta-learning predictor. (1)
Negative transfer: Meta-learning models are tricky to train and may vary across datasets and domains.
It can lead to negative transfer. (2) Misuse of the methodology: Meta-learning is not universal. It
works in specific settings. For example, G-META is applied to few-shot settings. When labels are
abundant, it might not yield considerable benefits. (3) Adversarial attacks: There are no studies on
how adversarial attacks would affect meta-learning algorithms and graph algorithms in particular. We
posit that in the few-shot setting, it may be particularly easy to attack the graph since each labeled
example is vital for prediction.
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